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The efficiency of energy transfer in hybrid organic/inorganic nanocomposites based on conjugated
polymers and semiconductor nanocrystals is strongly dependent on both the energy transfer rate and
the rate of the nonradiative recombination of the polymer. We demonstrate that the polymer
nonradiative recombination can be reduced by the suppression of exciton diffusion via proper
morphology engineering of a hybrid structure. In the layer-by-layer assembled nanocomposite of a
conjugated polymer and CdTe nanocrystals the latter have a dual role: first, they are efficient exciton
acceptors and, second, they reduce nonradiative recombination in the polymer by suppressing
exciton diffusion across the layers. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3319838�

The development of hybrid organic/inorganic nanocom-
posite materials is a promising strategy to create new func-
tional materials with tunable optical and electronic properties
not accessible in any of the individual components. In
particular, composites of conjugated polymers and semicon-
ductor nanocrystals �NCs� have recently attracted significant
attention because of their potential applications in light-
emitting and photovoltaic devices.1,2 In comparison to
organic emitters, semiconductor NCs possess a number of
advantages such as high photostability, broad spectral range
of light absorption and narrow emission line widths.3 On the
other hand the conduction properties of closely packed NC
films are poor,4 making the electrical pumping of NCs inef-
ficient. An evident approach to overcome this difficulty is
designing a composite material where the NCs provide their
advantageous luminescent properties and a conducting poly-
mer provides efficient charge conduction.5 Designing such
nanocomposite materials requires a deep and detailed under-
standing of the energy transfer �ET� process from the organic
to the inorganic component, which is still a subject of exten-
sive research. Efficient ET has been reported6–9 and the im-
portance of the exciton diffusion has been verified10 in the
blended films of conjugated polymers and semiconductor
NCs. Recently we’ve revealed that ET occurs rather via the
Förster than the Dexter mechanism due to the nanoscale ge-
ometry of the system.11 However, although a considerable
understanding of the ET process has been achieved, the in-
fluence of morphology of such hybrid structures on the op-
toelectronic properties of the conjugated polymers and as a
consequence on the ET process has not been understood
and/or analyzed yet. In this work we explore by means of
temperature dependent photoluminescence �PL� measure-
ments the role of the morphology in the ET process in hybrid
layer-by-layer �LbL� nanocomposites. We find that semicon-

ductor NCs have a dual function in LbL structures. First,
they are very efficient energy acceptors and, second, they
reduce nonradiative recombination of the polymer.

Following reported procedures we synthesized the
water-soluble conjugated polymer poly�9,9-bis�3�-��N,N-
dimethyl� -N-ethylammonium�-propyl� -2,7-fluorene-alt-1,4-
phenylene� dibromide �PDFD, Fig. 1�a�� �Ref. 11� with chain
lengths of 10 to 20 repeat units and CdTe NCs capped with
thioglycolic acid molecules �Fig. 1�b��. On standard glass
substrates we prepared hybrid nanocomposites consisting of
13 alternating layers of PDFD and CdTe NCs �Fig. 1�c��
using the LbL deposition technique based on the electrostatic
interaction between oppositely charged polyelectrolytes and
NCs.12 We take advantage of the water solubility of posi-
tively charged PDFD to use it as a counterpart for negatively
charged CdTe NCs in the LbL assembly. For reference, LbL
assembled samples of CdTe NCs and PDFD with oppositely
charged polyelectrolytes poly�diallyldimethylamonium chlo-
ride� �PDDA� and poly�sodium 4-styrenesulfonate� �PSS�,
respectively, were fabricated, where no ET between two ma-
terials takes place.

The total spectral overlap of the blue emission of PDFD
and the absorption of CdTe NCs provides favorable condi-
tions for the ET from PDFD to NCs, which is confirmed by
the steady-state spectra shown in Figs. 1�d� and 1�e�. The
absorption and PL spectra of the PDFD/NC composite and
the absorption spectrum of the PDDA/NC reference structure
are shown in Fig. 1�d�. The absorption band around 365 nm
corresponds to PDFD. By comparing the absorption of the
composite to the absorption of the components in solutions
of known concentrations we estimate that approximately ten
PDFD molecules per CdTe NC are present in the PDFD/NC
composite. This corresponds to the 19% weight concentra-
tion of the NCs. The ET process is evident from the PL
excitation �PLE� measurements �Fig. 1�e�� recorded at the
peak emission wavelength of the NCs at 650 nm. For exci-
tation wavelengths longer than ca. 450 nm only the NCs of
PDFD/NC composite are excited and behave identically to
the NCs in the PDDA/NC composite. As the excitation
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wavelength is reduced below 450 nm, the PDFD molecules
begin to absorb light and transfer energy to the NCs, which
results in a higher PLE signal. At an excitation wavelength of
370 nm the PL intensity of the NCs is fivefold higher in the
PDFD/NC structure as compared to the PDDA/NC structure.

Considering the increase of the PL intensity of NCs in
the PDFD/NC composite the ET efficiency can be calculated
using the following relation:13

�ET =
ANC

PDFD/NC��exc�
APDFD

PDFD/NC��exc�
� INC

PDFD/NC��exc�
INC

0,PDFD/NC��exc�
− 1� , �1�

where ANC
PDFD/NC��exc� and APDFD

PDFD/NC��exc� are the absorben-
cies of the NCs and of the PDFD in the PDFD/NC compos-
ite, respectively, at the wavelength of excitation �exc.
INC

PDFD/NC��exc� and INC
0,PDFD/NC��exc� are the integral PL

intensities of the NCs in the PDFD/NC composite with
and without ET, respectively. As a result we obtain
�ET=45%.

For temperature dependent PL measurements the
samples were mounted into a helium flow cryostat �Oxford
Instruments� placed in the sample compartment of a Jobin-
Yvon Fluorolog-3 spectrometer. Samples were excited
through the glass substrate and PL was collected from the
front face at an angle of 30°. PL spectra of the PDFD/NC
composite sample were recorded consecutively at excitation
wavelengths of 370 and 470 nm in the range of temperatures
from 10 to 280 K. At an excitation wavelength of 370 nm ET
from the PDFD to the NCs takes place. By probing the PL

intensity of the NCs the ET efficiency at different tempera-
tures can be calculated using Eq. �1�. PL spectra of the NCs
at an excitation wavelength of 470 nm were measured to take
into account the dependence of the quantum efficiency of
NCs on temperature. We find that the ET efficiency in
PDFD/NC composite is almost temperature independent: it
only rises up from 43% to 45% upon increasing temperature
from 10 to 280 K �Fig. 2�a��. On the other hand, PDFD
quenching efficiency increases from 43% to 52%. We define
the quenching efficiency as �q=1− IPDFD / IPDFD

0 and assume
that at 20 K the ET is the only extrinsic process quenching
PL of the PDFD �i.e., �q=�ET at 20 K�. The definitions of
the ET efficiency ��ET=�ET / ��rad+�nonrad+�ET�� �Ref. 13�
and the PL intensity of the PDFD �IPDFD��rad / ��rad

+�nonrad+�ET�� within PDFD/NC composite can be rear-
ranged as following:

�ET � �rad � �ET � IPDFD, �2�

��nonrad � �rad� + 1 � �1 − �ET� � IPDFD, �3�

where �rad and �nonrad are the radiative and nonradiative
decay rates of the PDFD, �ET is the ET rate from PDFD to
NCs. Applying Eqs. �2� and �3� to the measured ET efficien-
cies and PDFD PL intensities at different temperatures
and taking into account the PDFD quantum efficiency
�1 / ��nonrad /�rad+1�� of 9% at 20 K, the ratios of the rates
�nonrad /�rad and �ET /�rad can be found �Fig. 2�b��. The
PDFD quantum efficiency was estimated by a comparison of
the PL decay rates of the PDFD solid film at 20 K and PDFD
in water solution with known quantum efficiency of 50%.

Assuming �rad is independent of the temperature14 we
find that both �ET and �nonrad increase upon heating. It is
known that thermally activated exciton migration in conju-
gated polymers effectively increases the ET rate from poly-
mer to randomly distributed acceptor molecules.15 On the
other hand, the intrinsic �i.e., in the absence of NCs� quan-
tum efficiency �IQE� of conjugated polymer films decreases
with increasing temperature because of the growth of the

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Repeat unit of the poly�9,9-bis�3�-��N,N-dimeth-
yl�-N-ethylammonium�-propyl�-2,7-fluorene-alt-1,4-phenylene� dibromide
�PDFD�. �b� Schematic representation of a CdTe NC capped with thiogly-
colic acid. �c� Schematic representation of a hybrid LbL PDFD/NC nano-
composite. �d� Steady-state absorption �solid lines� and PL �dashed line�
spectra at the excitation wavelength of 370 nm. �e� PLE spectra at the
emission wavelength of 650 nm. PDDA/NCs composite—squares,
PDFD/NC composite—circles. The absorption and PLE spectra of the
PDDA/NCs composite are normalized at the wavelength of 470 nm to the
corresponding values of the PDFD/NC spectra.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Energy transfer efficiency �squares� and quench-
ing efficiency of the PDFD �triangles� in the PDFD/NC composite vs tem-
perature. �b� Ratios of the ET rate to the radiative rate �stars� and of the
nonradiative rate to the radiative rate �circles� of the PDFD within the
PDFD/NC composite as a function of temperature. The curves are normal-
ized to unity at T=20 K.
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nonradiative recombination rate. In order to use the full po-
tential of hybrid nanocomposite structures, the ET efficiency
from conjugated polymers to NCs has to be maximized by
increasing the ET rate and suppressing nonradiative recom-
bination in conjugated polymer.

In order to understand the physics underlying the ob-
served temperature activated PDFD PL quenching and find a
way to influence it we have studied the dependence of the
IQE of PDFD on the morphology of the system. In addition
to the measured temperature dependent IQE of PDFD within
the PDFD/NC LbL nanocomposite, we have carried out tem-
perature dependent PL measurements of PDFD within
PDFD/PSS LbL composite and drop-casted bare PDFD
films. We assume that in the absence of the energy acceptor
�NCs� the IQE of PDFD is directly proportional to the mea-
sured PL intensity. The dependencies on temperature of the
normalized IQE of PDFD in the three samples are shown in
Fig. 3.

In all three cases the PDFD IQE is temperature indepen-
dent up to roughly 100 K, and above that temperature it falls
down rapidly. Such a behavior is characteristic of the ther-
mally assisted motion of excitons in amorphous conjugated
polymer films. From the Arrhenius global data fit we find
activation energy of 40 meV of the exciton diffusion process.
The decrease of IQE with temperature is clearly different for
the samples having different morphologies, presenting an
evident trend: temperature assisted IQE reduction is less ef-
ficient as the PDFD molecules are more separated from each
other. This indicates that the main process responsible for the
IQE reduction of the PDFD is exciton diffusion to quenching
centers �defect polymer chains, impurities, etc.�.16 In the
drop-casted PDFD layer an exciton may diffuse in all pos-
sible directions and, therefore, the probability of reaching a
defect with following nonradiative recombination is rela-
tively high. This leads to almost 50% IQE reduction upon
increasing temperature from 10 to 280 K. In the PDFD/PSS
LbL composite the layers of PDFD are separated by layers of
PSS with an average thickness in the range of 0.5–1 nm.

Exciton diffusion across layers is therefore suppressed and
consequently, the nonradiavive recombination of excitons is
reduced. As a result the IQE reduction at room-temperature
is 30% in this case. Finally, in the PDFD/NC LbL composite
the CdTe NCs impose a larger separation between PDFD
layers because of their size of about 4 nm. This strongly
hinders diffusion of excitons across the layers and reduces
thermally assisted PL quenching down to only 10%.

In conclusion, we have shown experimentally that the
energy transfer efficiency in hybrid organic/inorganic nano-
composites of conjugated polymers and semiconductor NCs
is the result of the competition between the energy transfer
process from the polymer to NCs and the nonradiative re-
combination in the polymer. The thermally activated exciton
diffusion to quenching centers within the conjugated poly-
mer layer is responsible for the increased nonradiative re-
combination rate. By proper morphology engineering of the
hybrid structures the nonradiative recombination in conju-
gated polymers can be significantly reduced via suppression
of exciton diffusion. In the LbL assembled nanocomposites
the layers of semiconductor NCs play a twofold role, acting
both as very efficient energy acceptors �energy transfer effi-
ciency �45%� and as insulating layers effectively suppress-
ing nonradiative recombination in conjugated polymer layers
via reduction of the exciton diffusion. The dual function of
NCs in LbL composites makes these structures very attrac-
tive for applications in optoelectronics.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Intrinsic quantum efficiency vs temperature of the
PDFD within nanocomposites with different morphologies: PDFD/NC LbL
composite �circles�, PDFD/PSS LbL composite �triangles�, and bare PDFD
layer �squares�. The curves are normalized to unity at T=20 K. The solid
curves are results of an Arrhenius global data fit. The insets schematically
illustrate corresponding nanostructures and volumes available for exciton
diffusion �shaded regions�.
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